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This report covers the period January 2018 to December 2019 and details the work co-ordinated by                
Europeana Foundation and undertaken by all project partners on WP.7 Communication and            
Dissemination. 
 
Strategy, planning and reporting 
 
Europeana Foundation created a dissemination strategy, plan, and reporting template for the            
ongoing promotional activities of all partners. Europeana co-ordinated this on a monthly basis by              
asking project partners to review and update the plan based on actual/planned work and by updating                
reporting information to ensure we can report on the figures that were promised in the initial                




In response to feedback from the commission Europeana researched and created a list of over 50                
relevant worldwide museum network organisations to be targeted with GIFT messaging at an             
appropriate time in the project. The network organisations include the largest in the sector and other                
groups where Europeana staff have contacts. These organisations were contacted by Europeana            
Foundation at the launch of the GIFT website in November and December 2019. Where we               
received responses they were very positive and this fostered further activity. For example at the               
request of the European Museum Academy we created a press pack about GIFT to be used by                 




Listed below are the events GIFT has been presented/represented at in 2018 and 2019. Since               
January 2018 the project has been represented at 48 conferences, workshops and other events to               
approximately 2,500 relevant professionals in cultural heritage, research and the creative industries.            




Title Date Location Attendees 
VisitorBox user workshop Feb 
2018 
DH Lawrence Birthplace Museum, Eastwood,     
UK 
4 
Online FORM: Documenting   
Art in the Digital Age 
Feb 
2018 
Copenhagen, Denmark  
Platform lecture series Feb 
2018 
Abertay, UK  
Let’s Get Real 6 programme Mar 
2018 
Battersea Arts Centre, London, UK 35 
VisitorBox session (at UoN    




Broadway Cinema, Nottingham, UK 10 
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San Francisco, CA, USA 124 
VisitorBox user workshop Apr 
2018 
Theatre Royal and Concert Hall, Nottingham, 
UK 
13 
Museums and the Web 2018 Apr 
2018 
Vancouver, Canada ca. 50 
CHI 2018 Apr 
2018 
Montreal, QC, Canada 500 
Cultures of Participation Apr 
2018 
Aarhus, Denmark  
VisitorBox session (at UoN    




Broadway Cinema, Nottingham, UK 12 
Politics of Machines  May 
2018 
Copenhagen, Denmark  
Freeplay 2018 May 
2018 






Leicester, UK 12 
Proceedings of the 2018 on 
Designing Interactive Systems 
Conference 2018 – DIS ’18 
Jun 
2018 
Hong Kong, China 50 
Blast Theory GIFT App tests Jul 
2018 
Royal Pavilion and Museums, Brighton, UK  170 
VisitorBox user workshop Aug 
2018 
Tattershall Castle National Trust, Tattershall, UK 3 




Malmo, Sweden 20 
JGU Annual Meeting of the     




Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz,    
Germany 
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Frankfurt, Germany  
Euromed 2018 Oct 
2018 
Cyprus ca. 30 








challenges and perspectives   




REA, Brussels, Belgium ca. 30 
Why do we fail digitally?     
Developing Solutions for   
Transforming the Cultural   
Sector, The Munch Museum 
Nov 
2018 
Oslo, Norway ca. 100 




Nottingham, UK 11 
Gift Wrapper workshop at    
Mixed Reality Lab 
Dec 
2018 




Title Date Location Attendees 
VisitorBox consultancy Feb 
2019 
Surface Gallery, Nottingham, UK 5 
Digitaldagen för kulturarv Feb 
2019 
Östersund, Sweden 40 
Museums and the Web Apr 
2019 
Boston, USA 40 
VisitorBox user workshop Apr 
2019 
Theatre Royal and Concert Hall, Nottingham,      
UK 
12 
CHI 2019 May 
2019 
Glasgow 2019 Ca. 50 
VisitorBox user workshop 1 May 
2019 
Justus Liebig University Giessen, Germany 7 
VisitorBox user workshop 2 May 
2019 
Justus Liebig University Giessen, Germany 8 
Game Zone at Internationales    




Stuttgart, Germany 50 
Let’s Get Real 7 programme May 
2019 
Wellcome Trust, London, UK 35 
Full-day workshop at   




Jönköping, Sweden 30 
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VRtefacts public event May 
2019 
Derby, UK 24 
HeritageDot Conference Jun 
2019 
Lincoln, UK 5 
Museums Matter Jun 
2019 
Nottingham, UK 22 
Higher Seminar Jun 
2019 
Stockholm, Sweden 7 
CI 2019 Jun 
2019 
Larnaca, Cyprus 15 
Presentation at "Immersiva   
medier - nätverksträff”   




Norrköping, Sweden 70 




Brighton, UK 21 
Digital Collecting Practices:   
Artificial Intelligence, Social   
Media and Ethics 
Oct 
2019 
University of Leeds, UK 26 
 




Nottingham, UK 182 
Half-day ’The Gift’ workshop  Nov 
2019 
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San       
Francisco, USA 
70 
GIFT @ Europeana 2019 Nov 
2019 
Lisbon, Portugal 63 
Europeana 2019 Nov 
2019 
Lisbon, Portugal 269 
 
Further to this, we have provided bespoke social media plans for attendance at key conferences               
GIFT was presented at including The ARTS+ at Frankfurt Book fair and Museums and the Web,                
and updated the GIFT social media channels ahead of and at these events. This involved testing                
creating an ‘interest form’ for interested attendees to register their interest in the project and for us                 




Culture 24 and Europeana Foundation designed a plan to find ‘digital champions’ within the              
cultural heritage sector. We agreed the messaging, CTA and user journey on gifting.digital and we               
promoted this via the EF network newsletter, social media and via emails to our Members Council.                
We reviewed the suggested names with Culture 24, emailed them to encourage them to take part                





Over spring/summer 2019 Europeana worked with members of the GIFT project to produce 5 op-ed               
pieces about the project. These were planned to coincide with the announcement of the GIFT               
conference and to highlight some of the work undertaken to date across the different work               
packages. Europeana staff worked with each lead contact to write, edit and publish these, and each                
was promoted via Europeana social media. These were designed to increase awareness of GIFT              
within the Europeana Network and cultural heritage sector, and to encourage interested parties to              
explore the GIFT website or attend the GIFT conference at Europeana 2019. Other op-eds in the                
project have been included on the Blast Theory website, in Danske Museer, no. 5, vol 32, and a                  
2020 op-ed will be published in MiD Magasin. 
 
GIFT @ Europeana 2019 
 
Working closely with Anders Sundnes Løvlie and the National Library of Portugal, we used one of                
our pre-conference meeting slots to host the GIFT conference at Europeana 2019. This allowed              
GIFT to benefit from being aligned with a leading cultural heritage event where engaged and               
innovative professionals in the cultural heritage sector were already attending. We secured the main              
auditorium and negotiated with the library for use of their exhibition rooms for live testing. We                
promoted GIFT @ Europeana 2019 to our network through newspieces to our professional             
audiences, via Social Media and targeted mailings to our network and event attendees. We also               
targeted museum professionals in Portugal by researching 106 museums and art galleries in Lisbon,              
Coimbra, Amadora, Setubal and Porto. We then sent two targeted mailings to these groups. The               
first to general email addresses with an overview of GIFT @ Europeana 2019 and the second to                 
directors, curators and communication professionals at these institutions with the detailed           
programme. We also invited colleagues at The National Library of Portugal to attend GIFT @               
Europeana 2019. Finally, we also secured live streaming of GIFT @ Europeana 2019 so that               
Europeana network members unable to attend could watch the conference. We promoted it to our               
network via email and social media, to the 300+ people who registered their interest in the event                 
and the 60 people on the Europeana 2019 waitlist. We also shared it with GIFT partners and the                  
speakers at the GIFT conference to share within their networks. The live stream was watched 513                
times (as at 19 December 2019) with 173 unique viewers on the day. 
 
Conference registrations numbered 63 which met the target set (60) and was the highest registered               
‘pre-conference’ activity at Europeana 2019, bettering established and well-known (amongst our           
network) organisations such as IIIF, Historiana and EOSC. Attendance on the day was counted at               
around 60 people, with many more attendees from Europeana 2019 testing the tools during the               
break.  
 
GIFT was also represented during the main Europeana 2019 conference. GIFT showcased a poster              
about the project as part of our poster showcases in breaks and evening drinks, and Anders Sundnes                 
Løvlie presented the GIFT project as part of the ‘Pitch Your Project’ session to all Europeana 2019                 
attendees on Thursday afternoon’s plenary session. This was also live streamed, with 518 views (as               
at 19 December 2019) with 165 unique viewers on the day. 
 
The GIFT Box launch 
 
In October 2019 we created a detailed plan for promoting the GIFT Box to relevant audiences in                 
November 2019. We looked at the objectives and target audiences and then wrote a strategy for                
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how to achieve the objectives and a tactical plan to implement the strategy. We wrote key messages                 
that mirrored the tested messaging on gifting.digital and undertook research to identify key targets              
in the Europeana network and beyond. We helped support on the survey development, wrote a               
Europeana Pro News piece to introduce the website and co-ordinated an effort to get the website to                 
as many relevant people as possible. This included emailing network organisations within the             
museum sector, emailing members of relevant cultural heritage projects within the Europeana            
ecosystem, promoting through Europeana communities, promoting through each partner and the           
official GIFT social media channels, through Europeana Labs, those attending Europeana 2019 and             
friendly digital news sharers such as Digital Things.  
 
The GIFT Box was covered by a number of different organisations, including Digital Things (where               
GIFT was the most popular link out of 35 and subsequently featured again in their next newsletter), 
European Museum Academy, Asia-Europe Museum Network, Digital Meets Culture, European          
Heritage Tribune, Network of European Museum Organisations 
 
Dissemination figures from across the project partners 
 
Project partners have shared news of the project via social media 298 times and these have been                 
shared or retweeted 1,037 times and seen 688,656 times. Excluding gifting.digital and other project              
pages, the project has been shared by partners on our websites and newsletters 48 times, and these                 
have been seen 21,247 times. The above figures include all of the information dissemination              
contacts from the project could access via our own analytics and insight, and don’t include               
third-party websites or social media channels, even when we posted news to those channels. 
 
We tracked 19 mentions in different media across Europe, and some examples can be seen in                
Appendix 14. In addition, we wrote 5 op-eds that appeared on Europeana’s Pro News channel, 1 on                 
Blast Theory’s blog and 2 for Danish magazines. These were written to build awareness of the                
project amongst key audiences in the lead up to the GIFT Box launch and the GIFT conference. 
 
As is clear from above, the impact of the project has been wide and from across all partner channels                   
and activities. When looking at the results from the GIFT-specific social media the results are more                
modest, but have still exceeded the targets set. GIFT’s ​twitter account has 229 followers (target:               
100 followers) and 182 retweets (target 100). Changes in Facebook algorithms (prioritising paid             
over organic) meant that we focused on twitter as the project progressed, especially as this enabled                
us to access Europeana’s large cultural heritage professional audience on this platform via             
re-tweeting.  
 
The GIFT Box launch activity was a coordinated effort across the different project partners. This               
activity resulted in an increase in visitors to gifting.digital and generated 279 survey responses,              
showing real engagement and interest within the cultural heritage sector. The month following the              
launch (6 November - 5 December) of the GIFT Box saw a 342% increase in page views (7,750 vs                   
1,754) compared to the previous month (6 October - 5 November 2019), a 403% increase in users                 
(1,933 vs 384) and performed better for new visitors than the site had since analytics records started                 
(27 June 2019) for bounce rate (52% vs 56%), visit duration (2:42 vs 2:12) and pages per visit (2.87                   
vs 2.53). Interestingly, the % of new users stayed at roughly the same figure (82%) than previously,                 
which highlights we managed to attract lots of new visitors and also those already familiar with                
GIFT through our promotional campaign, and that the new visitors were more engaged than in               
previous months - suggesting we were both reaching the right people and that the content on the site                  













GIFT Dissemination Plan - June 2018 
Introduction 
This dissemination plan is linked to GIFT (Project no. 727040) D7.2 Communication Strategy 
(March 2017) and has been created to address concerns from the European Commission Expert 
Review Report dated 2nd May 2018. It clarifies the audiences we will be targeting as part of our 
dissemination activities and outlines the tactics we plan to utilise to achieve the project objective. 
We will evaluate the project using the KPIs as stated in D7.2. 
1. Objective 
The overall goal of the GIFT dissemination plan is to raise awareness of, encourage participation 
and maximize the impact of the GIFT project.  
2. Strategies to achieve objective 
We have identified a number of strategies in order to achieve our objective. We will implement 
these using the tactics described in section 3 below and in the ​‘Project tactics’ annex​. 
 
● We will raise awareness of the GIFT project and encourage participation of our key target 
audiences by promoting identified activities throughout the duration of the project 
through key partner and stakeholder communication channels. 
● We will work with identified third parties such as NEMO (Network of European Museum 
Organisations), ICOM (International Council of Museums) and EMA (European Museum 
Academy) to raise awareness of the GIFT project with new audiences. 
● We will target events (such as Museums and The Web, THE ARTS+, EUROMed etc) in the 
Cultural Heritage sector to present at and to promote the project to an engaged key 
audience demographic. 
● We will encourage our audiences to test products in order to help develop our products 
and to engender an engaged audience.  
● We will research and understand benefits to our audiences at each stage. We will ensure 
that these are articulated consistently across all promotion and website in order to help 




We have created a gantt chart (linked again ​here​) to visualise the tactics we will implement in line 
with the strategy and in order to achieve our objective. This chart includes milestones in the 
project, tactics for each and a timeline which will be shared with all project partners to ensure a 
co-ordinated approach.  
 
Our tactics cover three main areas. These are:  
 
- Preparatory: In this stage we will plan for and prepare communications outputs. We will 
work to understand and articulate key benefits and ensure these are represented on the 
website. We will research conferences, media opportunities, third parties (including 
associations and national networks) and channels to be used depending on the audience. 
- Promotion: This stage includes all promotion for the particular activity. This includes an 
initial launch/publication, promotion of specific events and ongoing promotion of the 
project. 
- Evaluation: This will include reporting on KPIs are originally defined. Evaluation is 
considered in more detail in section 8 below, and will be used both to report back on the 
dissemination plan and to inform future activity - which will feed into the preparatory 
stage above. 
4. Target Audiences 
Following D7.2 Communication Strategy and with input from the commission and project 
stakeholders we have identified a number of audiences we believe the GIFT project will appeal to 
and benefit from. We have prioritised them into a primary audience and secondary audiences. We 
will focus dissemination efforts on our primary audience and reach secondary audiences through 
wider campaign activity and with specific targeted and focused messages (for example promoting 




Cultural heritage sector  
This specifically refers to Museums, and innovators working within these museums although we 
envisage benefits will be gained from reaching a wider audience within the cultural heritage 
sector. The outcomes of the project are envisioned to benefit this audience in their day-to-day 
work, and therefore we have identified them as the priority audience. 
Objectives 
As these are our key audience we aim to maximise all project partner and stakeholder channels to 
raise awareness of and interest in the project across the sector. As part of this activity we will 
promote involvement amongst this group at appropriate times, for example during testing or 
downloading the tools.  
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Awareness - To raise awareness within this group of the GIFT project and its progression 
Action - To  get involved with the project by using the tools, testing the apps, and ultimately 
take-up 
Channels 
- We will promote the project to this audience through partner and stakeholder networks, 
social media and other communication channels (blogs/newsletters etc). 
- We will target key conferences in the sector to promote the project. 
- We will target museum associations and national networks. 
- Media and Op Ed in strategically targeted publications. 
Secondary audiences 
We expect these audiences to be reached as a result of communication activities and in relation to 
specific highly focused calls to action (for example with testing/attending events at stakeholder 
institutions). Creative industries are stakeholders but not a focus. 
Researchers 
We aim to reach Researchers in HCI, digital heritage, game design, arts and media and 
communication 
Objectives 
Awareness - Raise awareness of the project to enable researchers to build on our results to further 
the facilitation and understanding of audience engagement with digital cultural heritage 
Channels 
 
- Publications in Journals/papers/reports. 
- Presentations at academic conferences in the field via the IT University of Copenhagen, 
University of Nottingham and Uppsala University channels and networks. 
 
Creative Industries 
We aim to reach enterprises with an interest in conducting playful design with and for cultural 
heritage. 
Objectives 
Awareness - Raise awareness of the project to support collaboration between creative industries 
and cultural heritage institutions. 
- Game/Design events. 
- Via social media channels of key stakeholders (especially Blast Theory, NextGame). 








Awareness - Raise awareness and cultivate interest in the project.  




- Via social media channels of key stakeholders (especially Blast Theory, NextGame) and 
partner institutions hosting events. 
 
Policy makers 
This includes policy makers at both a national and European level within the wider message of 
digital transformation in action. 
Objectives 
Awareness - Raise awareness of the project and its outcomes to inform future decision making. 
Channels 
- Existing channels and network of all project partners. 
- Media & Op Ed in strategically targeted publications.  
5. Key messages 
1. GIFT is creating more meaningful experiences with culture. We bring people, places and 
technology together to help museums create personal encounters with cultural heritage, 
both in physical and digital realms. 
2. The GIFT project facilitates innovation in the cultural heritage sector by: 
- developing a framework consisting of software tools, design guidelines, and 
design-relevant theory to help museums create personal and compelling experiences with 
their digital collections. 
- helping professionals in the Cultural Heritage sector understand how gift giving and play 
can be used to facilitate meaningful experiences in museums. 
6. User journey 
As described in deliverable D7.3 Project Website, the website is currently being redesigned to be 
merged with the experimental toolkit website at gifting.digital. The merged website will be 
carefully designed to  ensure a clearer user journey,  optimise dissemination methods and become 
a focal point of the campaign. The website will have a succinct explanation of the project aimed at 
our target audiences and a call to action for our priority audience. The website will have different 
areas for some of our audiences and to help achieve objectives. There will be separate webpage 
documenting each of the main products from the project, addressing three main categories: 
Gifting experiences, playful experiences, and tools for design processes. For each product there 
will be information about the purpose of the product, case studies demonstrating its appeal, 
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design guidelines and recommendations, information about organisational and technical 
requirements, links to downloadable software and source code (where relevant), and other 
supplementary information. The content in the current project website (gift.itu.dk) will be 
reformatted to fit in a separate subsite of gifting.digital, to hold project-related documentation, 
public deliverables, scholarly publications etc. 
 
7. Channels 
GIFT Project (managed by ITU) 
 
Social Media: (​Twitter​ / ​Facebook​) 












Social Media (​Facebook​) 
 
University of Nottingham 
 







Social Media (Twitter / Facebook / LinkedIn) 
- European Citizens / CHIs / Researchers / Policy Makers / Creative Industries 
Newsletters (Network / Labs) 
- CHIs / Researchers / Policy Makers / Creative Industries 
Blog (Europeana Pro) 
- CHIs / Researchers / Policy Makers / Creative Industries 
Website (Europeana Labs) 
- CHIs / Creative Industries 
Events (Including information on the project in presentations at appropriate Europeana events and 
at those we are invited to) 




We will co-ordinate and track progress and success on a monthly basis. All project partners 
(liaising with stakeholders if necessary) will provide information to Europeana on a monthly basis, 
where the data will be used to track campaign success and to produce the final report. The data 
that we will track is: 
 
● Social Media likes and shares 
● Public Event attendees 
● Final conference attendees  
 











All deliverables (reports, software, etc) are 
published on the website within two weeks 
of completion (Q). 
The website is evaluated qualitatively every 
12 months, as part of task T4.4 in WP4 (Q). 
Facebook 1 + 2 All 300 shares (R/E), 1000 likes (E). 
Twitter 1 + 2 All 100 followers (R), 100 retweets (E). 
Public events 1 + 2 Audiences Minimum 120 participants (E). 
Op-eds  1 + 2 All  Min 6 op-ed articles in national/international 
media outlets (R). 
Mass media 
mentions  
1 + 2 All Min 6 mentions in national/international 
media outlets (R). 
Final 
Conference  
1, 2, 3 Researchers 
Museums 
CCIs 
Min 60 participants (E). 
 




Europeana is co-ordinating the dissemination efforts. This includes creating the dissemination 
plan, and managing the input from the partners. Every partner is responsible for their share of the 
dissemination activities as listed in the detailed plan. Europeana will create the final report based 
on the input received from the Gift partners. 
 
All partners agree to have a comms contact person in direct contact with Europeana. Contacts can 
be found on the project tactics annex. 
 
All partners are responsible for promoting the activities listed against their name on the ​project 
tactics annex​. 
 
10. Editorial plan for social media 
 
The GIFT project has project-level social media accounts on Twitter and Facebook, as indicated 
above. In the first year of the project these accounts have been used on a somewhat infrequent, 
ad hoc basis to start promoting the project and building a network. In the second half of the 
project we aim to increase our efforts on social media. In order to do so, we have appointed one 
person at ITU (Sarah Brin) who will work as social media manager for the project, with 2 hours per 
week dedicated to this task. She will work in an ongoing manner to share events and stories from 
the project, as well as engaging with ongoing conversations and developments related to the topic 
of GIFT, building on her already extensive international network of museum contacts, as well as 









Objective(s) 1. Raise awareness of GIFT Detailed plan
2. Encourage participation in GIFT project https://docs.google.com/document/d/11bPTRCnC23toWkTMX0gVEyCBBvFn8dO5QLSzLfC1FQA/edit#
Audiences/Insight








1. We will raise awareness of the GIFT project and encourage participation of our key target audiences by promoting identified activities throughout the duration of the project through key partner and 
stakeholder communication channels.
2. We will work with identified third parties such as NEMO (Network of European Museum Organisations), ICOM (International Council of Museums) and EMA (European Museum Academy) to raise 
awareness of the GIFT project with new audiences.
3. We will target events (such as Museums and The Web, EUROMed etc) in the Cultural Heritage sector to present at and to promote the project to an engaged key audience demographic.
4. We will encourage our audiences to test products in order to help develop our products and to engender an engaged audience.
5. We will research and understand benefits to our audiences at each stage. We will ensure that these are articulated consistently across all promotion and website in order to help achieve our objective.
Tactics See project tactics tab
Key messages
GIFT are proud to launch The GIFT Box: a set of tools and ways of working to help museums make richer digital experiences for their visitors
The GIFT Box provides you with free, open-source tools to help you design, plan and implement enhanced visitor experiences 
• Design and Planning tools help you generate, develop and test ideas, developing richer visitor experiences and saving you time and money
• Try ready-made free and open-source tools that have been tested and developed in museums
• Read and implement recommendations from 10 prominant museums working with GIFT
Collateral










APPENDIX 2 - GIFT Dissemination plan
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GIFT Project Dissemination indicative plan 2018
Key Partners Stakeholders Designated comms leads Q2 Q3 Q4
Preparatory ITU IT University of Copenhagen BM     Brighton Museum EF: Nicholas Jarrett June July August Sept October Nov Dec
Promotion BT Blast Theory MoY   Museum of Yugoslavia ITU: Mace Ojala
Evaluation NG NextGame NVA   National Videogame Arcade NG: Bogdan Spanjevic
UoN University of Nottingham NMB  National Museum Belgrade UoN: Jocelyn Spence 
UU Uppsala University MM   Munch Museum BT: Lauren Burrows
C24 Culture 24 C24: Rosie Clarke
EF Europeana Foundation UU: Paulina Rajkowska 
Activity Details/outputs Audience(s) Channels Expected outcomes Responsible June July August Sept October Nov Dec
WP.2 Gifting prototype - Blast Theory
GIFT App public test - Brighton - July 
2018
Event promotion General public BT Social Media Awareness of project and 
attendees for event
BT
GIFT APP public test results CHIs /  Researchers BT Social Media Awareness of the project BT
Blast Theory - Internal testing (June 
2018)
Photos/Videos Researchers BT Social Media Raise awareness amongst 
this audience
BT 
WP.3 Appropriation protoype - NextGame
Small low-tech tests based on 
software testing, paper prototypes 
and  theatrical/drama workshops
Local event 
promotion
General public NG Social Media / GIFT Social Media / 
Website events
Awareness of project and 
attendees for tests
NG / ITU
Small low-tech tests based on 
software testing, paper prototypes 
and  theatrical/drama workshops
Project updates CHIs / Creative Industries / Policy 
Makers / Researchers
NG Social Media / GIFT Social Media / EF 
Twitter 
Awareness of project NG / ITU / EF
App test at Museum of Yugoslavia Local event 
promotion
General public NG Social Media / GIFT Social Media / 
Website events
Awareness of project and 
attendees for tests
NG / ITU
App test at Museum of Yugoslavia Project updates CHIs / Creative Industries / Policy 
Makers / Researchers
NG Social Media / GIFT Social Media / EF 
Twitter 
Awareness of project NG / ITU / EF
Museum for a minute #MuseNaMinut Museum objects 
promotion
General public NG Social Media / Local media / Cinemas 
/ National Museum in Belgrade website 
and Social Media / Kombank Dvorana
Awareness of project NG
WP.4 Framework




details for extra 
info
CHIs All channels Have 1-3 CHIs testing Open 
Beta
All
APPENDIX 2 - GIFT Dissemination plan
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GIFT Project Dissemination indicative plan 2018
Key Partners Stakeholders Designated comms leads Q2 Q3 Q4
Preparatory ITU IT University of Copenhagen BM     Brighton Museum EF: Nicholas Jarrett June July August Sept October Nov Dec
Promotion BT Blast Theory MoY   Museum of Yugoslavia ITU: Mace Ojala
Evaluation NG NextGame NVA   National Videogame Arcade NG: Bogdan Spanjevic
UoN University of Nottingham NMB  National Museum Belgrade UoN: Jocelyn Spence 
UU Uppsala University MM   Munch Museum BT: Lauren Burrows
C24 Culture 24 C24: Rosie Clarke
EF Europeana Foundation UU: Paulina Rajkowska 
Activity Details/outputs Audience(s) Channels Expected outcomes Responsible June July August Sept October Nov Dec
WP.6 Technical toolbox 




CHIs UoN Social Media, VisitorBox website, 
GIFT Social Media and Website
CHIs to test UoN/ITU
Beta Toolbox CHIs This will be part of WP.4 Open Beta and 
promoted through that. Alongside this, 
we will promote some components at 
oppotunistic moments through the 
above channels
Have 1-3 CHIs testing Open 
Beta
VisitorBox user workshop, August 





Researchers / CHIs GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social media 
/ Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
VisitorBox user workshop and guest 
lectures, November 2018 – University 




Researchers / CHIs / University 
Students
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social media 
/ Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
Gift Wrapper workshop at Debbie 
Bryan, November 2018, Nottingham, 
UK
Workshop using 
project tool (GIFT 
Wrapper)
General public GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social media 
/ Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
Gift Wrapper workshop at Mixed 
Reality Lab, December 2018, 
Nottingham, UK
Workshop using 
project tool (GIFT 
Wrapper)
Researchers / CHIs GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social media 
/ Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
Associations and National networks




AHRC Connected Communities 
Heritage Network Conference, June 





Researchers / Creative Industries / 
CHIs
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social media 
/ Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
Proceedings of the 2018 on Designing 
Interactive Systems Conference 2018 




Creative Industries / Researchers GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social media 
/ Website news 
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
APPENDIX 2 - GIFT Dissemination plan
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GIFT Project Dissemination indicative plan 2018
Key Partners Stakeholders Designated comms leads Q2 Q3 Q4
Preparatory ITU IT University of Copenhagen BM     Brighton Museum EF: Nicholas Jarrett June July August Sept October Nov Dec
Promotion BT Blast Theory MoY   Museum of Yugoslavia ITU: Mace Ojala
Evaluation NG NextGame NVA   National Videogame Arcade NG: Bogdan Spanjevic
UoN University of Nottingham NMB  National Museum Belgrade UoN: Jocelyn Spence 
UU Uppsala University MM   Munch Museum BT: Lauren Burrows
C24 Culture 24 C24: Rosie Clarke
EF Europeana Foundation UU: Paulina Rajkowska 
Activity Details/outputs Audience(s) Channels Expected outcomes Responsible June July August Sept October Nov Dec
DiGRA 2018, July 2018 - Turin Presenting project 
outcomes
Creative Industries / Researchers GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social media 
/ Website news 
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
ITU
VisitorBox user workshop, August 





Researchers / CHIs GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social media 
/ Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
JGU Annual Meeting of the Society 
for University Collections, September 






Researchers / Creative Industries / 
CHIs
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social media 
/ Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN




CHIs / Creative Industries GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social media 
/ Website news 
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
EF / NG
Euromed 2018, October 2018 - Cyprus Presenting project 
outcomes/Networ
king
CHIs / Creative Industries / 
Researchers
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social media 
/ Website news 
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
EF / ITU
“Workshop: Common challenges and 
perspectives for Digital Cultural 
Heritage in H2020 projects”, 14 
November 2018 - REA/Brussels 
Workshop Museum professionals, CCI and 
researchers
N/A Increased awareness of 
GIFT
ITU
VisitorBox user workshop and guest 
lectures, November 2018 – University 




Researchers / CHIs / University 
Students
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social media 
/ Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
“Why do we fail digitally? Developing 
Solutions for Transforming the 
Cultural Sector”, The Munch Museum, 
30 November 2018 - Oslo
Presenting project Museum professionals, CCI N/A Increased awareness of 
GIFT
ITU
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GIFT Project Dissemination indicative plan 2019
Key Partners Stakeholders Designated comms leads Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Preparatory ITU IT University of Copenhagen BM     Brighton Museum EF: Nicholas Jarrett Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July August Sept October Nov Dec
Promotion BT Blast Theory MoY   Museum of Yugoslavia ITU: Mace Ojala
Evaluation NG NextGame NVA   National Videogame Arcade NG: Bogdan Spanjevic
UoN University of Nottingham NMB  National Museum Belgrade UoN: Jocelyn Spence 
UU Uppsala University MM   Munch Museum BT: Lauren Burrows
C24 Culture 24 C24: Rosie Clarke
EF Europeana Foundation UU: Paulina Rajkowska 
Activity Details/outputs Audience(s) Channels Expected outcomes Responsible Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July August Sept October Nov Dec
WP.2 Gifting prototype - Blast Theory
GIFT App - Brighton Museums - June - 
October 2019
Event promotion General public BT Social Media Awareness of project and 
attendees for event
BT
GIFT App - Munch Museum - October 
2019 - March 2020
Event promotion General public BT Social Media Awareness of project and 
attendees for event
BT
Gift App as part of GIFT Box Final deliverable CHIs / General Public BT Social Media / GIFT Social Media 
/ Europeana Social Media / Website 
news
Awareness and getting 
people to use it
All
WP.3 Appropriation protoype - NextGame
Museum for a minute #MuseNaMinut Museum objects 
promotion
General public NG Social Media / Local media / 
Cinemas / National Museum in 
Belgrade website and Social Media / 
Kombank Dvorana
Awareness of project NG
Sensitive Pictures at Munch Museum , 
August 2019
Event promotion General public NG Social Media / Munch Museum Awareness of project NG
EmotionMapper as part of GIFT Box Final deliverable CHIs / General Public BT Social Media / GIFT Social Media 
/ Europeana Social Media / Website 
news
Awareness and getting 
people to use it
All
WP.4 Framework
GIFT Box launch, November 2019 Avaliable for 
download
CHIs All channels Raise awareness and for 
CHIs to download and use
All
WP. 5 Research book




CHIs / Researchers GIFT Social Media and website 
news. 
Download the anthology UU/ITU
WP.6 Technical toolbox 




CHIs UoN Social Media, VisitorBox 
website, GIFT Social Media and 
Website
CHIs to test UoN/ITU
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GIFT Project Dissemination indicative plan 2019
Key Partners Stakeholders Designated comms leads Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Preparatory ITU IT University of Copenhagen BM     Brighton Museum EF: Nicholas Jarrett Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July August Sept October Nov Dec
Promotion BT Blast Theory MoY   Museum of Yugoslavia ITU: Mace Ojala
Evaluation NG NextGame NVA   National Videogame Arcade NG: Bogdan Spanjevic
UoN University of Nottingham NMB  National Museum Belgrade UoN: Jocelyn Spence 
UU Uppsala University MM   Munch Museum BT: Lauren Burrows
C24 Culture 24 C24: Rosie Clarke
EF Europeana Foundation UU: Paulina Rajkowska 
Activity Details/outputs Audience(s) Channels Expected outcomes Responsible Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July August Sept October Nov Dec
VisitorBox consultancy, February 





Researchers / CHIs GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
VisitorBox user workshop, April 2019 





Researchers / CHIs GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
VisitorBox user workshop 1, May 





Researchers / CHIs / 
University Students
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
VisitorBox user workshop 2, May 





Researchers / CHIs / 
University Students
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
Let’s Get Real 7 programme, May 




Researchers / CHIs GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN/C24





Researchers / Creative 
Industries / CHIs / General 
Public
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
Full-day workshop at Jönköping 




Researchers / CHIs GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UU






Researchers / Creative 
Industries / CHIs / General 
Public
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
Half-day ’The Gift’ workshop 
(sensitising scenarios), 




Researchers / CHIs GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UU
Artcodes test in Rushden Transport 
Museum, September 2018
Event Promotion CHIs / General Public GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Awareness of project UoN
Artcodes app launch at Nene Valley 
Festival, September 2019
App launch CHIs / General Public GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Awareness of project UoN
YourStories, National Museum in 
Belgrade 
Event promotion General public NG Social Media / National Museum 
in Belgrade
Awareness of project NG/UoN
VRtefacts youtube videos Project updates Researchers / Creative 
Industries / CHIs / General 
Public
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Awareness of project UoN 
Release of the final toolbox For download CHIs This will be part of the final 
framework WP.4 and promoted 
through that. Alongside this, we will 
promote some components at 
oppotunistic moments through the 
above channels
Raise awareness and 
download toolbox
UoN/ITU
Associations and National networks
Promotion CHIs Contact when GIFT Box is launched - 
via email
Engaged groups willing to 
help promote the project to 
museums in their network
EF
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GIFT Project Dissemination indicative plan 2019
Key Partners Stakeholders Designated comms leads Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Preparatory ITU IT University of Copenhagen BM     Brighton Museum EF: Nicholas Jarrett Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July August Sept October Nov Dec
Promotion BT Blast Theory MoY   Museum of Yugoslavia ITU: Mace Ojala
Evaluation NG NextGame NVA   National Videogame Arcade NG: Bogdan Spanjevic
UoN University of Nottingham NMB  National Museum Belgrade UoN: Jocelyn Spence 
UU Uppsala University MM   Munch Museum BT: Lauren Burrows
C24 Culture 24 C24: Rosie Clarke
EF Europeana Foundation UU: Paulina Rajkowska 
Activity Details/outputs Audience(s) Channels Expected outcomes Responsible Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July August Sept October Nov Dec
Conferences/Events 




CHIs / Creative Industries / 
Researchers
Participant & Participant's 
organisation's social media
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UU




CHIs / Creative Industries / 
Researchers
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news 
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
ITU
Game Zone at Internationales 




Creative Industries  GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news




CHI, May 2019 - Glasgow Presenting 
research related to 
GIFT
Researchers / Creative 
Industries / CHIs
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
ITU/UoN






Researchers / Creative 
Industries / CHIs
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN




research related to 
GIFT
Researchers / Creative 
Industries / CHIs
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
Higher Seminar, Stockholm, Sweden Presenting 
research related to 
GIFT
Researchers GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news 
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UU
CI 2019, Larnaca, Cyprus Presenting 
research related to 
GIFT
Researchers GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news 
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UU
Presentation at "Immersiva medier - 




research related to 
GIFT
Researchers / Creative 
Industries
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news 
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UU




CHIS  GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news 
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
C24
Digital Collecting Practices: Artificial 
Intelligence, Social Media and Ethics: 
University of Leeds, 15 October
Presenting GIFT 
APP
Researchers / CHIs GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news




Halfway to the Future symposium, 




Researchers / Creative 
Industries / CHIs
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news
Increased awareness of 
GIFT
UoN
Europeana 2019, Lisbon, Portugal Presenting project 
outcomes
CHIs / Creative Industries / 
Researchers
GIFT Social Media / Participant & 
participant's organisation's social 
media / Website news 




The GIFT project: Give visitors the 
tools for deeper engagement
Op-Ed CHIs / Research / Creative 
Industries
GIFT Social Media / Website news/ 
EF Social Media
Awareness ITU/EF
The GIFT project: Using Artcodes to 
create monuments for a departed 
future
Op-Ed CHIs / Research / Creative 
Industries
GIFT Social Media / Website news/ 
EF Social Media
Awareness ITU/EF
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GIFT Project Dissemination indicative plan 2019
Key Partners Stakeholders Designated comms leads Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Preparatory ITU IT University of Copenhagen BM     Brighton Museum EF: Nicholas Jarrett Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July August Sept October Nov Dec
Promotion BT Blast Theory MoY   Museum of Yugoslavia ITU: Mace Ojala
Evaluation NG NextGame NVA   National Videogame Arcade NG: Bogdan Spanjevic
UoN University of Nottingham NMB  National Museum Belgrade UoN: Jocelyn Spence 
UU Uppsala University MM   Munch Museum BT: Lauren Burrows
C24 Culture 24 C24: Rosie Clarke
EF Europeana Foundation UU: Paulina Rajkowska 
Activity Details/outputs Audience(s) Channels Expected outcomes Responsible Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July August Sept October Nov Dec
The GIFT project: Museums of the 
future tap into the GIFT app
Op-Ed CHIs / Research / Creative 
Industries
GIFT Social Media / Website news/ 
EF Social Media
Awareness EF/BT/BM
The GIFT Project: Introducing 
personal objects to the museum 
space through 'Your Stories'
Op-Ed CHIs / Research / Creative 
Industries
GIFT Social Media / Website news/ 
EF Social Media
Awareness EF/UU
The GIFT Project: Give and take in the 
museum experience
Op-Ed CHIs / Research / Creative 
Industries
GIFT Social Media / Website news/ 
EF Social Media
Awareness EF/NG
Olesen, A. R., Mortensen, C. H. and 
Thorek, J. 2019: "Hvordan styrker vi 
museets digitale arbejdskultur?" in 
Danske Museer, no. 5, vol 32.
Op-Ed CHIs GIFT Social Media / Website news Awareness ITU
Website
Agree user journey Op-Ed
CHIs
Europeana Pro, Europeana 
Newsletters, Europeana Members 
Council
Awareness of project and 
engaged and innovative 
practitioners in sector 
feeding into website and 
GIFT Box design
ITU/C24/EF
Agree key messages Op-Ed
Create webpage Op-Ed




GIFT final conference, Lisbon, 
November 2019
Promote event All All Awareness and event 
attendees
All
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Totals
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 55 92,810 229 Twitter Posts 15 0 0 Twitter Posts 12 57618 90
Facebook posts 24 11222 178 Facebook posts 15 375,000 200 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 11 3000 0 Instagram posts 15 0 0 Instagram Posts 2 1031 0
Website posts 4 573 0 Website posts 16 2,200 0 Website posts 15 15036 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 1 1499 7
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 3 246 Events 0 0 Events 1 269
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 50 96,120 133 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 3 0 6
Facebook posts 44 3372 49 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Youtube Posts 3 45357 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 9 525 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 5 263 Events 7 252 Events 15 445
Total Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets Culture24 Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 153 246,673 554 Twitter Posts 18 125 96
Facebook posts 85 389,755 435 Facebook posts 2 161 8
Instagram Posts 31 49388 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 48 21,247 0 Website posts 4 2913 0
LinkedIn posts 29 2840 48 LinkedIn posts 28 1341 41
Total Number of events Event attendees Culture24 Number of events Event attendees
Events 32 1,496 Events 1 21
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July 2018
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 12 26,235 48 Twitter Posts 15 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 4 1845 23 Facebook posts 15 375,000 200 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 1 384 0 Instagram posts 15 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 2 503 0 Website posts 15 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 1 170 Events 0 0 Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 1 4,681 10 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 2 237 2 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 0 0 Events 0 0
Total Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 28 30,916 58
Facebook posts 21 377,082 225
Instagram posts 16 384 0
Website posts 17 503 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Total Number of events Event attendees
Events 1 170
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August 2018
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 0 0 Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 6 1,197 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 9 339 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 1 20 Events 1 3
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 6 1,197 0
Facebook posts 9 339 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Total Number of events Event attendees
Events 2 23
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September 2018
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 1 2,200 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 5 1,115 1 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 6 187 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 0 0 Events 1 9
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 5 1,115 1
Facebook posts 6 187 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 1 2,200 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Total Number of events Event attendees
Events 1 9
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October 2018
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Vimeo video 1 1083 0 Instagram Posts Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 10 12672 10 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 3 387 2 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 1 30 Events 0 0 Events 0 0
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 10 12672 10
Facebook posts 3 387 2
Instagram Posts 1 1083 0
Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Total Number of events Event attendees
Events 1 30
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Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 1 5,616 6 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 1 350 2 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 2 130 Events 0 0 Events 2 66
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 1 5,616 6
Facebook posts 1 350 2
Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Total Number of events Event attendees
Events 4 196
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December 2018
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 1 226 32 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 0 0 Events 1 17
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 1 226 32
Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Total Number of events Event attendees
Events 1 17
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January 2019
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 1 235 12 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 0 0 Events 0 0
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Culture24 Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 1 235 12 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Total Number of events Event attendees Culture24 Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 0 0
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February 2019
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 1 40 Events 1 5
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Culture24 Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 1 67 0 Website posts 1 67
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Total Number of events Event attendees Culture24 Number of events Event attendees
Events 2 45 Events 0 0
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March 2019
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 1 450 11 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 0 0 Events 0 0
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Culture24 Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 2 465 15 Twitter Posts 1 15 4
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 1 281 3 LinkedIn posts 1 281 3
Linkedin posts
Total Number of events Event attendees Culture24 Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 0 0
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April 2019
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 1 1,804 4 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 6 1203 53 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 2 435 0 Instagram Posts Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events Events
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 4 5,865 3 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 1 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 1 40 Events 0 0 Events 1 12
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Culture24 Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 5 7,669 7 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 6 1203 53 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 2 435 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 1 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Total Number of events Event attendees Culture24 Number of events Event attendees
Events 2 52 Events 0 0
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May 2019
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 13 27,854 44 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 6 2845 23 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 2 476 0 Instagram Posts Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts Website posts 1 602 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 1 50 Events Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 4 7,519 9 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 2 0 4
Facebook posts 8 751 3 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 1 30 Events 5 124
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Culture24 Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 21 35,392 94 Twitter Posts 2 19 37
Facebook posts 14 3596 26 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 2 476 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 1 602 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 7 0 8 LinkedIn posts 7 0 8
Linkedin posts
Total Number of events Event attendees Culture24 Number of events Event attendees
Events 7 204 Events 0 0
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June 2019
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 17 33,891 51 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 4 1845 23 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 3 567 0 Instagram Posts Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 1 0 2
Facebook posts 4 235 1 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 1 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 2 22 Events 2 27
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Culture24 Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 19 33,892 53 Twitter Posts 1 1 0
Facebook posts 8 2080 24 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 3 567 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 1 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Total Number of events Event attendees Culture24 Number of events Event attendees
Events 4 49 Events 0 0 0
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July 2019
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 2 430 2 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 4 23454 23
Facebook posts 1 2354 43 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts Website posts 4 1804 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 1 595 2 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 2 152 1 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 2 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 0 0 Events 0 0
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Culture24 Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 7 24479 27 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 3 2506 44 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 6 1804 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Total Number of events Event attendees Culture24 Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 0 0
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August 2019
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 1 48 12 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 2 10287 13
Facebook posts 1 567 6 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts Website posts 3 899 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 2 5,694 3 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 4 337 2 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 0 0 Events 0 0
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Culture24 Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 6 16,039 42 Twitter Posts 1 10 14
Facebook posts 6 1013 15 Facebook posts 1 109 7
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 3 899 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 1 186 3 LinkedIn posts 1 186 3
Total Number of events Event attendees Culture24 Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 0 0
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September 2019
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 1 4601 4 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 1 49 1 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Youtube 1 25743 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 1 70 Events 0 0
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Culture24 Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 3 4609 7 Twitter Posts 2 8 3
Facebook posts 1 49 1 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 1 25743 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 1 18 0 Website posts 1 18 0
LinkedIn posts 9 319 12 LinkedIn posts 9 319 12
Total Number of events Event attendees Culture24 Number of events Event attendees
Events 1 70 Events 0 0
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October 2019
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 3 987 23 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 1 113 4 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 2 55 0 Instagram Posts Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 1 40 0 Website posts Website posts 1 435 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events 1 26 Events 0 0 Events 0 0
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 2 1613 5 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 2 74 2 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Youtube 2 19614 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 0 0 Events 0 0
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Culture24 Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 10 2635 49 Twitter Posts 5 35 21
Facebook posts 3 187 6 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 4 19669 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 2 475 0 Website posts 0 0 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Total Number of events Event attendees Culture24 Number of events Event attendees
Events 2 47 Events 1 21
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November 2019
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 4 876 22 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts 6 23877 54
Facebook posts 1 450 3 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts Youtube 2 1031 0
Website posts 1 30 0 Website posts Website posts 4 1276 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 1 1499 7
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events Events Events 1 269
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 8 28857 45 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 1 48 1 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 3 440 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events 1 63 Events 1 70 Events 1 182
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Culture24 Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 24 53647 138 Twitter Posts 6 37 17
Facebook posts 3 550 5 Facebook posts 1 52 1
Instagram posts 2 1031 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 9 3513 0 Website posts 1 1767 0
LinkedIn posts 11 2054 22 LinkedIn posts 10 555 15
Linkedin total number of group members 152047
Total Number of events Event attendees Culture24 Number of events Event attendees
Events 4 584 Events 0 0
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December 2019
Blast Theory Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets NextGame Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Europeana Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts Twitter Posts
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram Posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts Website posts 2 10020 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Blast Theory Number of events Event attendees NextGame Number of events Event attendees Europeana Number of events Event attendees
Events Events Events
ITU Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uppsala Uni Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Uni of Nott. Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets
Twitter Posts 5 16095 35 Twitter Posts 0 0 0 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram posts 0 0 0
Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 0 0 0 Website posts 2 85 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
ITU Number of events Event attendees Uppsala Uni Number of events Event attendees Uni of Nott. Number of events Event attendees
Events Events 0 0 Events 0 0
Total Number of posts Impressions Shares/retweets Culture24 Number of posts Impressions/ReachShares/retweets
Twitter Posts 5 16095 35 Twitter Posts 0 0 0
Facebook posts 0 0 0 Facebook posts 0 0 0
Instagram posts 0 0 0 Instagram Posts 0 0 0
Website posts 5 11166 0 Website posts 1 1061 0
LinkedIn posts 0 0 0 LinkedIn posts 0 0 0
Total Number of events Event attendees Culture24 Number of events Event attendees
Events 0 0 Events 0 0
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Network/Association Type of organisation Country Website Contact  Twitter Facebook Sector Audience Name of contact at network/association
Associazione Nazionale Piccoli Musei (APM) Small Museums Association Italy http://www.piccolimusei.com/info@piccolimusei.comhttps://twitter.com/apmuseihttps://www.facebook.com/apmusei/?fref=tsmuseum Museum professionals
L'Associazione Musei Ecclesiastici Italiani 
(AMEI)
Association for ecclesiastical 
museums Italy http://www.amei.biz/pagine/l-associazioneinfo@amei.info https://twitter.com/amei1996https://www.facebook.com/AMEIAssociazioneMuseiEcclesiasticiItaliani/museum Museum professionals
Asia-Europe Museum Network (ASEMUS)
Cross-cultural network of 
museums from Asia-Europe 
Singapore 
(Secretariat) http://asemus.museum/ase us@culture360.orghttps://twitter.com/AsiaEUmuseumshttps://www.facebook.com/AsiaEuropeMuseumNetworkmuseum Museum professionals
Rețeaua Națională a Muzeelor din România 
(RNMR) National network Romania http://www.muzee.org/sitev2/c ntac .rnmr@gmail.comN/A https://www.facebook.com/Reteaua.Muzeelor/Muse m professionals
Balkan Museum Network Western Balkans network N/A http://www.bmuseums.net/http://www.bmuseums.net/contact-us/https://twitter.com/balkanmuseumnet?lang=enhttps://www.facebook.com/BalkanMuseumNetwork/m seum Museum professionals
Network of European Museum Organisations 
(NEMO) Pan-European network N/A https://www.ne-mo.org/https://www.ne-mo.org/about-us/office.htmlhttps://twitter. om/NEMOofficehttps://www.facebook.com/NEMOofficemuseum Museum professionals Rebecca Thonander
International Council of Museums (ICOM) International network N/A https://icom.museum/en/secr tariat@icom.museumhttps://twitter.com/icomofficiel/https://www.facebook.com/IcomOfficiel/museum Mus um professionals Monika Hagedorn-Saupe
European Museum Academy Pan-European network N/A http://europeanmuseumacademy.eu/europeanmuseumacademy@gmail.comhttps://twitter.com/EMAFoundationhttps://www.facebook.com/EMA.EuropeanMuseumAcademy/museum Museum professionals
Association of European Research Libraries 
(LIBER) Research Library Network Europe https://libereurope.eu/liber@kb.nl https://twitter.com/LIBEReuropehttps://www.facebook.com/LIBEREurope/li rary research librarians Astrid Verheusen
Consortium of European Research Libraries 
(CERL) Research Library Network Europe https://www.cerl.org/secretariat@cerl.org https://twitter.com/cerl_orghttps://www.facebook.com/groups/99706868239/li rary research librarians
Conference of European National Librarians 
(CENL) National Library Network Europe https://www.cenl.org/cenl@bl.uk N/A N/A library national librarians
Archives Portal Europe Foundation (APEF) Archive Domain Aggregator Europe https://www.archivesportaleurope.net/https://www.archivesportaleurope.net/contact;jsessionid=9C9DCB3A18BFD4AD65A2153FA37536C7https://twitter.com/Ar hiv Portalhttps://www.facebook.com/archivesportaleurope.neta chives nati nal archives Arjan Agema
The International Federation of Library 
Associations and Institutions (IFLA) International network International https://www.ifla.org/ifla@ifla.org https://twitter.com/IFLAhttps://www.facebook.com/IFLA.org/li rary research librarians
Photoconsortium – International Consortium for 





association Europe http://www.carare.eu/http://www.carare.eu/contact-us/https://twitter.com/ProjectCARAREN/A cross-domain Anthony Corns
Europeana Aggregator Forum (ask 
Henning/DPS for details of all accredited 
aggregators) Aggregator Network Europe N/A Basecamp via HenningN/A N/A cross-domain Aggregators N/A
Europeana Communicators Community
Museum communications 
professionals community Europe https://pro.europeana.eu/network-association/special-interest-groups/europeana-communicators-groupVia Emily N/A N/A cross-dom in Communicati n professionals in cultural heritage sectorN/A
European Fashion Heritage Association Europe Marco Rendina
Europeana Network Association
International, interdomain 
network Europe pro.europeana.euZuzana https://twitter.com/europeanaeucross-domain Heritage professionals Zuzana Malicherova
EuropaNostra Pan-European Network Europe http://www.europanostra.org/organisation/i fo@europanostra.orghttps://twitter.com/europanostrahttps://www.facebook.com/europanostrac oss-do ain Heritage professionals Sneska Quaedvlieg-Mihailović
Creative Commons International Network International https://creativecommons.org/info@creativecommons.org.https://twitter.com/creativecommonscross-domain Heritage professionals
Museum Vereniging National association Netherlands https://www.museumvereniging.nl/englishinfo@museumvereniging.nl ttps://twitter.com/Museumvereniginhttps://www.facebook.com/Museumvereniging/museum Mus um professionals Iris Noteboom
European Museum Forum Pan-European network Europe https://europeanforum.museum/emf@e ropeanforum.museumhttps://twitter.com/museum_forumhttps://www.facebook.com/EuropeanMuseumForum/m seum Museum professionals
Small Museum Association North American network North America https://www.smallmuseum.org/pre ident@smallmuseum.orghttps://twitter.com/smallmuseumshttps://www.facebook.com/smallmuseumassociationmuseum Museu  professi als
escite European Network Europe https://www.ecsite.eu/info@ecsite.eu https://twitter.com/Ecsitehttps://www.facebook.com/EcsiteNetwork/cross-do ain Museum professionals
Canadian Heritage Information Network National association Canada https://www.canada.ca/en/heritage-information-network.htmlpch.RCIP-CHIN.pch@canada.ca museum Museum professionals
Museum Computer Network International Network International http://mcn.edu/ info@mcn.edu https://twitter.com/museumcnhttps://www.facebook.com/MuseumComputerNetworkMuseum Museum professionals
Deutscher Museums Bund National association Germany https://www.museumsbund.de/office@museumsbund.dehttps://twitter.com/museumsbundhttps://www.facebook.com/MuseumsbundMuseum Mu e m professionals
Museums Association National association United Kingdom https://www.museumsassociation.org/homeinfo@museumsassociation.orghttps://twitter.com/MuseumsAssochttps://www.facebook.com/MuseumsAssoc/Museum Mu eum professionals Zoe Spencer
American Alliance of Museums National association USA https://www.aam-us.org/ https://twitter.com/AAMershttps://www.facebook.com/americanmuseumsMuseum Muse m professionals Josette Souza
Austrian Museum Association National association Austria https://www.museumsbund.at/info@museumsbund.at https://www.facebook.com/Museumsbund.at?ref=hlMuseum Mu e m professionals
Czech Museum Association National association Czech Republic https://www.cz-museums.cz/web/amg/titulniamg@cz-museu s.cz https://www.facebook.com/AMG-175347512495339/Museum Museum professionals
Croatian Museum Association National association Croatia http://hrmud.hr/en/hmd@hrmud.hr Museum Museum professionals
ICOM Belgium-flanders Regional association Belgium https://www.icom-belgium-flanders.be/office@icom-belgium-flanders.behttps://twitter.com/icomvlaanderenhttps://www.f cebook.com/icomvlaanderen/Museum Museum professionals
ICOM Belgium Wallonie-Bruxelles Regional association Belgium http://www.icom-wb.museum/ https://twitter.com/icombelgiquewbhttps://www.facebook.com/ICOMWB/Museum Museum professionals
Association of Danish Museums National association Denmark https://www.dkmuseer.dk/content/Englishinfo@dkmus er.dk ttps://twitter.com/danishmuseumshttps://www.facebook.com/OrganisationenDanskeMuseer/M seum Museum professionals
Estonian Museum Association National association Estonia https://www.muuseum.ee/my@muuseum.ee https://www.facebook.com/Eesti-Muuseumi%C3%BChing-458857074273061/Museum seum professionals
Finnish Museum Association National association Finland https://www.museoliitto.fi/en.php https://twitter.com/museoliittohttps://www.facebook.com/suomen.museoliittoMuseum Museum professionals Tuuli Rajavuori
ICOM France National association France https://www.icom-musees.fr/http ://www.icom-musees.fr/contacthttps://twi ter.com/ICOM_Francehttps://www.facebook.com/ICOMFrMuseum Museum professionals
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Heritage and Museums Greece National association Greece http://www.heritage-museums.com/gr/en/http://www.heritage-museums.com/gr/index.php?option=com_smartformer&formid=5Museum Museum professionals
Icelandic Museum Association National association Iceland http://safnmenn.is/englishstjorn@safnmenn.is https://www.facebook.com/safnmenn/Museum Museum professionals
Irish Museums Association National association Ireland http://irishmuseums.org/office@irishmuseums.orghttps://twitter.com/IrishMuseumshttps://www.facebook.com/IrishMuseumsAssociation/?ref=tsMuseum Museum professi als
South Tirol Museums Association Regional association Italy https://museumsverband.it/museumsverband@pec.ithttps://twitter.com/MVSuedtirolhttps://www.facebook.com/museumsverband/Museum Mu eum professionals
Latvian Museum Association National association Latvia http://www.muzeji.lv/en/muzeji@muzeji.lv https://twitter.com/muzeji_lv Museum Museum professionals
Lithuanian Museum Association National association Lithuania http://museums.lt/labadiena@museums.lt https://www.facebook.com/museums.lt/?fref=tsMuseum Mu eum professionals
Norwegian Museum Association National association Norway https://museumsforbundet.no/sekr@museumsforbundet.nohttps://twitter.com/Museumsforbundehttps://www.facebook.com/Museumsforbundet/Museum Mu eum professionals
Polish Museum Professionals Association National association Poland http://www.muzealnicy.org/smp@mhk.pl Museum Museum professionals
ICOM Portugal National association Portugal http://icom-portugal.org/inf @icom-portugal.orghttps://twitter.com/ICOM_Portugalhttps://www.facebook.com/icomportugalMuseum Museum professionals
ICOM Russia National association Russia http://icom-russia.com/i .russia@gmail.com https://www.facebook.com/icomrussia/Museum Museum professionals
Spanish Association of Cultural Heritage 
Managers National association Spain http://aegpc.org/ aegpc@aegpc.org Museum Museum professionals
Swedish Museum Association National association Sweden https://www.sverigesmuseer.se/ https://twitter.com/Sverigesmuseerhttps://www.facebook.com/sverigesmuseerMus um Museum professionals Anna Wallgren
Slovenian Museum Association National association Slovenia http://www.sms-muzeji.si/skupnostmuzejev@gmail.com Museum Museum professionals
Union of Museums in Slovakia National association Slovakia http://zms.sk/ zms@zms.sk https://www.facebook.com/Zv%C3%A4z-m%C3%BAze%C3%AD-na-Slovensku-210612072343762/Museum Museum professionals
Swiss Museum Association National association Switzerland https://www.museums.ch/info@museums.ch https://twitter.com/swissmuseumsMuseum Museum professionals
APPENDIX 5 
GIFT Box press pack 
PRESS RELEASE 
The GIFT Box: Helping museums create richer digital 
experiences for their visitors 
 
The team behind the GIFT project are proud to launch ​the GIFT Box​, a set of free, 
open-source tools and ways of working to help museums offer richer digital 
experiences for their visitors.  
 
Aimed at cultural heritage professionals, academics, students and those who work in 
the creative industries, The GIFT Box provides a variety of innovative tools for 
designing, planning, and implementing experiences that combine the digital and 
physical.  
 
For those already thinking about creating a digital visitor experience, the design and 
planning tools offer a way to generate, strengthen and test ideas. They have been 
developed with and for museums, and include engaging and innovative exercises 
like the VisitorBox Ideation Cards, a printable card game that helps drives the 
development of ideas for digital experiences.  
 
The GIFT Box also contains digital tools which provide the practical resources and 
inspiration for creating digital experiences in a physical collection. The Gift App 
encourages visitors to use their smartphone to create a digital gift for someone they 
care about, while Never Let Me Go encourages two visitors to curate each others’ 
encounter with a collection. The Gift Wrapper, meanwhile, is an app that visitors can 
download to make a museum gift more personal by adding a link to content such as 
music, photos or videos.  
 
Finally, the GIFT team has worked with 10 prominent museums from Europe and the 
US - including the Munch Museum in Norway and the San Francisco Museum of 
Modern Art - to develop practical ways of working to inspire individuals and 
institutions to think creatively about their collections and work differently.  
 
For anyone looking to create engaging experiences for their visitors, see examples 
of how the latest research can inform the cultural heritage sector, or find inspiration 
on digital design processes, the GIFT Box is an indispensable tool. Even better, all of 




Anders Sundnes Løvlie, Co-ordinator of the GIFT Project, IT University of 
Copenhagen, says, ‘Our aim has been to support museums in creating nuanced and 
personal experiences, where the experience is more important than the technology. 
We call these hybrid experiences, because we are interested in using the digital to 
enhance the experience of the physical museum exhibition. So instead of using 
virtual reality headsets which shut people inside a digital world, we are using mixed 
reality technologies.’ 
 
Kevin Bacon, Digital Manager at the Brighton Museum - who have made use of the 
GIFT App​ in their collection - says, ‘The beauty of GIFT is that it gives you a new 
pathway through the museum, one that takes you off the beaten track onto a 
pathway of your own.’ 
ABOUT THE GIFT PROJECT 
The GIFT project is a Horizon 2020 funded research project which aims to help 
museums overcome some of the challenges involved in using digital technology to 
facilitate engaging visitor experiences. The project brings together internationally 
renowned artists, designers, museum professionals and researchers to help 
museums create hybrid experiences; experiences that combine the physical and 
digital to create personal encounters with cultural heritage. The project includes 
partners from ​IT University of Copenhagen​, ​The University of Nottingham​, ​Uppsala 
University​, ​Blast Theory​, ​NextGame​, ​Culture24​ and ​Europeana Foundation​. More 
information about the project is available on the ​GIFT project website​, and through 
the ​GIFT project series​ published on Europeana Pro in summer 2019.  
CONTACT 
For further enquiries or to receive a downloadable press pack please contact: 
 
The GIFT project via email at ​gift@itu.dk  
 
Anders Sundnes Løvlie, Co-ordinator of the GIFT Project, IT University of 
Copenhagen at ​asun@itu.dk  
 











SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS 
 
If you think that it would be of interest to your audiences, we encourage you to post about 
the GIFT Box from your social media accounts. Please find some draft tweets below.  
 
Do you work in ​#culturalheritage​? Then check out the GIFT Box from ​@GIFT_itu​, a set of 
free, open-source tools to help museums offer richer digital experiences for their visitors 
gifting.digital​ ​#giftEU​ ​#H2020 
 
The team behind ​@GIFT_itu​ have launched the GIFT Box, a set of free, open-source tools 
and ways of working to help museums offer richer digital experiences for their visitors. Learn 
more 👉 ​gifting.digital  
#giftEU​ ​#H2020 
 
Would you like to create innovative digital experiences? The ​@GIFT_itu​ GIFT Box includes 
helpful ways to generate, strengthen and test ideas. The tools are free to download at 
gifting.digital​ ​#giftEU​ ​#H2020 
 
Are you looking to create a digital visitor experience? The ​@GIFT_itu​ Experiment Planner 
helps you plan ways to test your idea and map out a clear plan to implement it, and is free to 
download in the GIFT Box ​https://gifting.digital/experimentplanner/  
#giftEU​ ​#H2020 
 
With the Gift App you can share a museum experience with someone you love. It's like a 
mixtape with objects from a museum. To find out more about this and other open-source 
digital tools that have been developed and tested in museums, check out ​gifting.digital  
#giftEU​ ​#H2020 
 
Artcodes are customisable and scannable markers that let you blend your physical exhibition 
with digital content. They work like QR codes - except you design the look yourself. Learn 





Images related to the GIFT Box are available through ​a Dropbox folder​. Please attribute 
each image as follows:  
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APPENDIX 8 
Europeana Pro Op-ed planning 
GIFT EDITORIAL  
 
Europeana is a partner of GIFT and is coordinating activities on the communication and 
dissemination work package. Based on discussions with the GIFT project team Nick Jarrett 
agreed with the Europeana Comms team that he will provide a list of potential Op-ed pieces 
for them to review and agree to publish any that fit with a specific pro news theme. These 
suggested articles are listed below. 
 
Introduction to GIFT 
 
GIFT is a Horizon2020 project. ​The wider aims of GIFT are to research and design free and 
open-source tools to: 
 
1. Give visitors to museums the means to tell their own stories. 
2. Enable museums to enhance visitor experiences.  
3. Use gifting and play to open up new ways to engage visitors to collections. 
 
There is a project website where people can download tools and read case studies: 
https://gift.itu.dk/ 
 
I have discussed potential pieces for editorial related to GIFT with the project lead, Anders 
Sundnes Løvlie, IT University of Copenhagen, Denmark. We have suggested the following 
as possible op-ed pieces, to be either written by members of the GIFT project and edited by 
Europeana or to be conducted as interviews. We’d be open to suggestions 
 
1. Introduction to GIFT project by Anders Sundnes Løvlie, IT University of Copenhagen, 
Denmark (​asun@itu.dk) 
Article brief  
 
This piece, aimed at museum professionals looking for innovative ways to engage visitors 
with your collections, and stakeholders in the commission and beyond could explain what 
GIFT is, talk about the cutting-edge research behind the project, some of the tools 
developed so far and talk about the wider aims of the project and what we’d like from 
museum professionals interested 
 




2. Karin Ryding, IT University of Copenhagen, Denmark  - Museum of Yugoslavia 
‘Monuments for a departed future’ - case study: 
https://mw18.mwconf.org/paper/monuments-for-a-departed-future-designing-for-critic
al-engagement-with-an-ideologically-contested-museum-collection/ 
Article brief and questions 
 
  81 
 
This piece would be a case study on one of the projects in GIFT. This test used art codes to 
bring large objects that couldn’t physically be in the museum into the museum. This 
interactive experience allowed visitors to reflect on the significance of monuments within the 











This piece would be a case study on either overview of your involvement in GIFT, an 
introduction to the 3rd prototype of GIFT (your work to date, reasons behind the decisions in 
redeveloping it and next steps) or about the two public presentations happening in 2019. 
This project uses ‘gifting’ to enhance the visitor experience for both those in the museum 
and friends/family who can’t. Interactive experiences allow visitors to curate museum 
experiences for others. Again, it would be aimed at innovators in museums and wider 
stakeholders 
 




4. Bogdan Spanjevic, #ONEMINUTEMUSEUM - Case Study  
Article brief and questions 
 
This piece would be a case study on one of the projects in GIFT. This was a joint test 
between museum and movie theatre that used and promoted art pieces outside of the 
museum. #OneMinuteMuseum is a short video played before main features in the cinema. It 
is an audio/visual fantasy that takes viewers on a personal and emotional journey into the 
painting, bringing it to life and transforming it into a personal experience. This was the first 
time that such visual form has been made about museum objects and played in cinema - as 
a combination of movie trailer and innovative art form. Again, it would be aimed at innovators 
in museums and wider stakeholders 
 
5. Paulina Rajkowska, Uppsala University  - Your stories - case study  
Article brief and questions  
 
This piece would be a case study on one of the projects in GIFT. This test used emotion 
detectors to tell stories to visitors and tailor their experience depending on emotions the 
visitors displayed. This interactive experience focuses the visitor on the artwork and 
encourages them to examine how it makes them feel. Again, it would be aimed at innovators 
in museums and wider stakeholders. 
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Museum Location Website Contact Contact email address Contacted Comments
Calouste Gulbenkian Museum Lisbon https://gulbenkian.pt/museu/en/Contact form YES
Museu Coleção Berardo Lisbon https://en.museuberardo.pt/Tiago Bueso
tiago.bueso@museuberardo.pt 
museuberardo@museuberardo.pt YES





Museu Nacional do Azulejo Lisbon http://www.museudoazulejo.gov.pt/ geral@mnazulejo.dgpc.pt YES
Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga Lisbon http://museudearteantiga.pt/english






















Museu de Marinha Lisbon https://ccm.marinha.pt/pt/museu
geral.museu@marinha.pt
Museu.svc.educativo@marinha.pt YES










Museu do Fado Lisbon http://www.museudofado.pt/ info@museudofado.pt YES
Castelo de S. Jorge Lisbon https://castelodesaojorge.pt/en/ info@castelodesaojorge.pt YES
Museu Do Design E Da Moda Lisbon http://www.mude.pt/
mude@cm-lisboa.pt
mudemuseu.media@gmail.com YES
Cadeia do Aljube Lisbon https://www.museudoaljube.pt/ info@museudoaljube.pt YES
Museu da Marioneta Lisbon https://www.museudamarioneta.pt/en/
Maria José Machado Santos
Maria Carrelhas





Medeiros e almeida Lisbon http://www.casa-museumedeirosealmeida.pt/ info@casa-museumedeirosealmeida.pt YES
National Museum of Natural History and 
Science, Lisbon Lisbon https://www.ulisboa.pt/en/unidade-organica/national-museum-natural-history-and-sciencegeral@museus.ulisboa.pt YES
Museu Nacional de Arqueologia Lisbon http://www.museunacionalarqueologia.gov.pt/ geral@mnarqueologia.dgpc.pt YES
Money Museum Lisbon Lisbon https://www.museudodinheiro.pt/en/features?change_locale info@museudodinheiro.pt YES
Carris Museum Lisbon http://museu.carris.pt/en/ museu@carris.pt YES
Museu de Arte Popular Lisbon https://museuartepopular.wordpress.com/
geral@map.dgpc.pt
servicoeducativo@map.dgpc.pt YES




Carmo Archaeological Museum Lisbon http://www.museuarqueologicodocarmo.pt/info_en.html secretaria@arqueologos.pt YES
Pavilhão do Conhecimento Lisbon https://www.pavconhecimento.pt/Contact form YES
Museum Benfica Cosme Damião Lisbon https://museubenfica.slbenfica.pt/pt-pt/home/museuhome.aspx museu@slbenfica.pt YES
Lisbon Military Museum Lisbon http://www.exercito.pt/pt/quem-somos/organizacao/ceme/vceme/dhcm/lisboainfo@m il.exercito.pt YES
Foundation Amália Rodrigues Lisbon http://amaliarodrigues.pt/ fundacao@amaliarodrigues.pt YES
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Carmo Convent Lisbon http://www.museuarqueologicodocarmo.pt/info_en.html secretaria@arqueologos.pt YES
Museum of Lisbon / Palace Pimenta Lisbon http://www.museudelisboa.pt/ info@museudelisboa.pt YES
Rafael Bordalo Pinheiro Museum Lisbon https://museubordalopinheiro.pt/ info@museubordalopinheiro.pt YES
Palace of Ajuda Lisbon http://www.palacioajuda.gov.pt/ geral@pnajuda.dgpc.pt YES
Árpád Szenes-Vieira da Silva Foundation Lisbon http://fasvs.pt/
Marina Bairrão Ruivo | Director and Curator
Sandra Quintas | Secretariat
fasvs@fasvs.pt
sandraquintas@fasvs.pt YES
Roman Theater of Lisbon Lisbon http://www.museudelisboa.pt/equipamentos/teatro-romano.htmlLídia Fern ndes teatroromano@museudelisboa.pt YES
Casa-Museu Dr. Anastácio Gonçalves Lisbon http://www.patrimoniocultural.gov.pt/pt/museus-e-monumentos/rede-portuguesa/m/casa-museu-dr-anastacio-goncalves/Ana Mantua divulgacao@cm g.dgpc.pt YES
Museu de Lisboa – Santo António Lisbon http://www.museudelisboa.pt/equipamentos/santo-antonio.htmlPedro Teotónio Pereira santoantonio@museudelisboa.pt YES
National Museum of Ethnology Lisbon https://mnetnologia.wordpress.com/Paulo Ferreira da Costa
geral@mnetnologia.dgpc.pt
servicoeducativo@mnetnologia.dgpc.pt YES
Belém Palace Lisbon http://www.museu.presidencia.pt/index.phpMaria Antónia Pinto de Matos Museu@presidencia.pt YES
Pharmacy Museum Lisbon https://www.museudafarmacia.pt/default.aspx?lang=EN&uid=0 museudafarmacia@anf.pt YES
Museu da Água Lisbon https://www.epal.pt/EPAL/menu/museu-da-%C3%A1gua/apresenta%C3%A7%C3%A3o/hist%C3%B3riamda.epal@adp.pt YES
Costume Museum Lisbon http://www.museudotraje.gov.pt/ mntraje@mntraje.dgpc.pt YES
Atelier-Museu Júlio Pomar Lisbon https://www.ateliermuseujuliopomar.pt/ info@ateliermuseujuliopomar.pt YES
Museu de São Roque Lisbon http://mais.scml.pt/museu-saoroque/ info@museu-saoroque.com YES
Planetário Calouste Gulbenkian Lisbon https://ccm.marinha.pt/pt/planetario planetario@marinha.pt YES






Museu Nacional da Música Lisbon http://www.museunacionaldamusica.gov.pt/ geral@mnmusica.dgpc.pt YES
Palácio dos Marqueses da Fronteira Lisbon https://fronteira-alorna.pt
fundacao@fronteira-alorna.pt
fcfa-cultura@fronteira-alorna.pt YES
National Museum Machado de Castro Coimbra http://www.museumachadocastro.gov.pt/ mnmc@imc-ip.pt  YES
Museu da Ciência da Universidade de 
Coimbra Coimbra http://www.museudaciencia.org/ geral@museudaciencia.org YES
Museu Academico Coimbra https://www.visitportugal.com/en/NR/exeres/952BB344-F98A-40A4-8A59-1553148BD3A6gci-rpp@ci.uc.pt YES Email not valid
Monastery of Santa Clara-a-Velha Coimbra https://www.culturacentro.gov.pt/mosteiro-santa-clara-a-velha-en/ mosteiro.scvelha@drcc.gov.pt YES
Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Coimbra Coimbra http://www.misericordiacoimbra.pt/ secretariageral@misericordiacoimbra.pt YES
Casa-Museu Bissaya Barreto Coimbra http://www.cmbb.pt/ casamuseu@fbb.pt YES
Exploratory - Coimbra Live Science Center Coimbra http://www.exploratorio.pt/ geral@exploratorio.pt YES
Academic Prison Coimbra http://visit.uc.pt/biblioteca/ reservas@uc.pt YES
PO.RO.S - Portugal Roman Museum in 
Sicó Coimbra https://www.poros.pt/ info@poros.pt YES
Museu Monográfico de Conimbriga Coimbra http://www.conimbriga.gov.pt/index.html mpessoa@conimbriga.pt YES Email not valid
Sister Lúcia's Memorial Coimbra Coimbra https://www.lucia.pt/museu/memorial-da-irma-lucia:42 memorialirmalucia@carmelitas.pt YES
Casa-Museu Miguel Torga Coimbra Coimbra http://www.turismodecoimbra.pt/company/casa-museu-miguel-torga/geral@cm-coimbra.pt YES
Museo del Agua Coimbra https://www.turismoenportugal.org/museo-del-agua-de-coimbra museudaagua@aguasdeCoímbra.pt YES Email not valid
Casa Museu Fernando Namora Coimbra http://www.apcm.pt/casas-museu/casa-museu-fernando-namora/ casamfnamora@cm-condeixa.pt YES
National Museum of Science and 
Technology Coimbra Coimbra http://www.museudaciencia.org/index.php geral@museudaciencia.org YES
Núcleo da Cidade Muralhada Coimbra Coimbra http://www.rotadabairrada.pt/irt/show/museu-municipal-nucleo-da-cidade-muralhada_pt_375ci ade.muralh da@cm-coimbra.pt YES
Museu Botânico (Museu de História 
Natural) Coimbra http://www1.ci.uc.pt/museubotanico/ museu@bot.uc.pt YES Email not valid
Casa Roque Gameiro Amadora http://www.cm-amadora.pt/cultura/casa-roque-gameiro.html cultura@cm-amadora.pt YES
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Núcleo Museográfico do Casal da 
Falagueira - Núcleo Sede Amadora http://www.cm-amadora.pt/cultura/museu-municipal-de-arqueologia/646-nucleo-museografico-do-casal-da-falagueira-nucleo-sede.htmlmuse .arqueologia@cm-amador .pt YES
Núcleo Monográfico da Necrópole de 
Carenque Amadora http://www.cm-amadora.pt/cultura/museu-municipal-de-arqueologia/674-nucleo-monografico-da-necropole-de-carenque-2.htmlSame as above YES
Museum of Archeology and Ethnography 
of the District of Setúbal Setubal http://maeds.amrs.pt/index.html
maeds@amrs.pt
cea.maeds@amrs.pt YES
Museu do Trabalho Michel Giacometti Setubal http://www.patrimoniocultural.gov.pt/pt/museus-e-monumentos/rede-portuguesa/m/museu-do-trabalho-michel-giacometti/Museu.trabalho@mun-setubal.pt YES
Museu de Setúbal / Convento de Jesus Setubal http://www.mun-setubal.pt/en/page/museus/72 Museu.setubal@mun-setubal.pt YES
Casa da Baia de Setubal Setubal https://www.facebook.com/casadabaiadesetubal/ turismo.setubal@mun-setubal.pt YES






Quinta da Macieirinha romantic museum Porto http://www.cm-porto.pt/cultura/museus-e-arquivos/museu-romantico-da-quinta-da-macieirinhamuseuromantico@cm-porto.pt YES
Porto Tram Museum Porto https://www.museudocarroelectrico.pt/default.aspx museu@stcp.pt YES
Museu da Misericórdia do Porto Porto http://www.mmipo.pt/ geral@mmipo.scmp.pt YES
FC Porto Museum Porto https://www.fcporto.pt/en/museum/the-museu museu@fcporto.pt YES
Casa do Infante Porto http://www.cm-porto.pt/cultura/museus-e-arquivos/casa-do-infante casadoinfante@cm-porto.pt YES
World of Discoveries Porto https://www.worldofdiscoveries.com/ service.educative@worldofdiscoveries.com YES Email not valid
Museu Militar do Porto Porto http://www.patrimoniocultural.gov.pt/pt/museus-e-monumentos/rede-portuguesa/m/museu-militar-do-porto/musmilporto@ ail. xercito.pt YES
Portuguese Centre of Photography Porto http://cpf.pt/ mail@cpf.dglab.gov.pt YES
Church of São Francisco Porto http://ordemsaofrancisco.pt/museu.php?PHPSESSID=8e257be3d4823bae0c6554510ea76ab6geral@ordemsaofr ncisco.pt YES
Natural History Museum Porto Porto mhn@fc.up.pt YES Email not valid
Port Wine Museum Porto http://www.visitporto.travel/Visitar/Paginas/Descobrir/detalhespoi.aspx?poi=785&idcategory=n1n&lang=enmuseuvinhoporto@cm-porto.pt YES
Museu Nacional da Imprensa Porto http://www.museudaimprensa.pt/ mni@museudaimprensa.pt YES
Casa-Museu Teixeira Lopes Porto http://www.gaianima.pt/ cmteixeiralopes@gaianima.pt YES Email not valid
Museu da Quinta de Santiago Leça da 
Palmeira Porto https://www.cm-matosinhos.pt/ museuqsantiago@cm-matosinhos.pt YES
Casa-Museu Marta Ortigão Sampaio Porto http://www.cm-porto.pt/cultura/museus-e-arquivos/casa-museu-marta-ortigao-sampaiomuseumartaortigao@cm-porto.pt YES
Casa-Museu Guerra Junqueiro Porto http://www.patrimoniocultural.gov.pt/pt/museus-e-monumentos/rede-portuguesa/m/casa-museu-guerra-junqueiro/museuguerrajunqueiro@cm-porto.pt YES
Museu de Marionetas do Porto Porto https://marionetasdoporto.pt/ museu@marionetasdoporto.pt YES
Pavilhão da Água Porto https://pavilhaodaagua.pt/ geral@pavilhaodaagua.pt YES
Museum of Transport and Communication Porto https://www.amtc.pt/ museu@amtc.pt YES
Casa-oficina António Carneiro Porto http://www.cm-porto.pt/cultura/museus-e-arquivos/casa-oficina-antonio-carneirooficinaacarneiro@cm-porto.pt YES
Centro Interpretativo do Património da 
Afurada Porto https://www.parquebiologico.pt/centro-interpretativo-do-patrimonio-da-afuradacipa_pbiologico@cm-gaia.pt YES
galeria da biodiversidade Porto https://mhnc.up.pt/galeria-da-biodiversidade/ info@mhnc.up.pt YES Responded and shared
Sea Life Porto Porto https://www.visitsealife.com/porto/en/ slcporto@merlinentertainments.biz YES
Arqueossítio da Rua de Dom Hugo Porto http://www.cm-porto.pt/cultura/museus-e-arquivos/arqueossitio-da-rua-de-dom-hugopatrimoniocultural@cm-porto.pt YES
FERNANDO DE CASTRO HOUSE 
MUSEUM Porto http://www.museusoaresdosreis.gov.pt/pt-PT/menu_fernando_castro/ContentList.aspxse@mnsr.dgpc. t YES
Bank of Materials Porto http://www.cm-porto.pt/cultura/museus-e-arquivos/banco-de-materiais_2bancodematerials@cm-porto.pt YES
Casa Museu Abel Salazar Porto http://casamuseuabelsalazar.blogspot.com/ cmuseu@reit.up.pt YES
Planetário do Porto Porto http://www.planetario.up.pt/pt/ geral@planetario.up.pt YES
Dr. António Cupertino de Miranda 
Foundation Porto Porto http://www.facm.pt/facm/facm/pt/museu-papel-moeda/coleccionadorservicoeducativo@facm.pt YES
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Galeria Municipal Porto https://www.cm-matosinhos.pt/pages/674 galeria.municipal@cm-matosinhos.pt YES
Palacio das artes Porto http://www.fjuventude.pt/pt/menu/44/palacio-das-artes.aspx#contactos
egoncalves@fjuventude.pt
palaciodasartes@fjuventude.pt YES
Museu de Jazigos Minerais Portugueses 
São Mamede de Infesta Porto http://www.roteirodeminas.pt roteirodeminas@dgeg.pt YES
House Malta - Mining Museum Fânzeres e 
São Pedro da Cova Porto http://www.fanzeres-saopedrodacova.pt/index.php muse.mineiro@fanzeres-saopedrodacova.pt YES
Infante's House Porto http://www.cm-porto.pt/cultura/museus-e-arquivos/casa-do-infante marriedinfante@cm-porto.pt YES
General and Historical Archive Porto http://www.cm-porto.pt/cultura/museus-e-arquivos/arquivo-geral-e-historicodmag@cm-porto.pt YES
Hi, 
I work at Europeana, Europe's digital cultural heritage platform and wondered if you would be willing to share with your staff some free workshops that are happening in Lisbon in November and may be of interest to 
them? 
As part of Europeana 2019 https://pro.europeana.eu/page/europeana-2019 we are offering 5 free pre-conference workshops on Wednesday 27 November at the National Library of Portugal. These workshops cover 
innovation in museums and galleries, education and cultural heritage for museum educators, research and tech. 
Of particular interest to your staff might be the GIFT session where you will find out how you can give your visitors the tools to engage more when they visit by making their visit more personal, creating shared 
experiences through play, telling their own stories and turning their experiences into digital gifts for friends. The technology is open source, therefore free to use and adapt to your needs. 
You can book your place at these free workshops here: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/europeana-2019-pre-conference-workshops-tickets-69266930253
Thanks for your time, I hope to see you in the National Library in November
Nick
Olá,
Eu trabalho na Europeana, a plataforma digital europeia para o património cultural, e gostaria de saber se gostaria de partilhar com os seus colegas alguns workshops gratuitos que estamos a organizar em Lisboa em 
Novembro e que poderão ser de interesse para eles.
Como parte integrante da Europeana 2019 https://pro.europeana.eu/page/europeana-2019 estamos a oferecer 5 workshops pré-conferência gratuitos na quarta-feira 27 de Novembro na Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. 
Estes workshops abordam inovação em museus e galerias, diferentes maneiras que instituições de património cultural e educadores nos museus podem usar originais digitalizados no ensino de história, pesquisa e 
património cultural, e tecnologia no património cultural.
De particular interesse para a sua equipa, poderá ser a sessão GIFT onde vai ver como pode dar aos seus visitantes as ferramentas para criar mais envolvimento ao tornar a sua visita mais pessoal, criando 
experiências partilhadas através de actividades, contando as suas próprias histórias e transformar as suas experiências em gifts digitais para amigos. A tecnologia é open source, e por tal livre para usar e adaptar as 
suas necessidades.
Os lugares são limitados por isso aconselhamos a reservar lugar para estes workshops gratuitos brevemente. https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/europeana-2019-pre-conference-workshops-tickets-69266930253
Por favor note que para fazer parte de algum evento depois do workshops gratuitos pré-conferência é necessária compra de bilhete para a Europeana 2019.
Obrigado pelo seu tempo, e espero vermo-nos na Biblioteca Nacional em Novembro,
Nick
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GIFT Awareness, tools and survey - November 2019
Marketing and communications plan Links/Comments Links/Comments Links/Comments
Objective(s)
What are you trying to achieve as part of this campaign. (Either create a list, or have a separate project summary for each objective) 
1. Create awareness of The GIFT Box
2. Encourage use of tools
3. Increase respondants to survey
Audiences/Insight
Who are the target audiences for this project? 
• GIFT digital champions
• Professionals working in GLAMs with an interest in helping their museum to create deeper personal encounters with cultural heritage for their onsite visitors, 
whether in physical or digital realms and a willingness to experiment with different approaches.
• ARM participants
• Museums already familiar with GIFT
Strategy
What are you going to do in order to achieve the objective(s) above? 
1. Publicise through existing Europeana, GIFT and other partner channels
2. Research and reach relevant network organisations and professionals in the cultural heritage sector
3. Segment messages to two groups:
a) Those familiar with GIFT are encouraged to complete survey. 
b) Those new to GIFT are encouraged to explore website and have an option to complete survey after getting familiar with GIFT 
Tactics
How are you going to implement your strategy in order to achieve the objective(s)? 
• Write key messages for each segmented audience and agree user journey
• Research cultural heritage networks to reach relevant institutions/individuals across Europe
• Create Pro News piece explaining what the website offers and how to get involved
• Contact relevant individuals in Europeana Network directly, and include in Network and Communicators newsletters
• Contact members of Europeana Aggregators Forum to send to cultural heritage institutions they work with
• Survey everyone attending GIFT @ Europeana 2019
• Create different versions of survey (emailable/pop-up) to suit specific audiences
• Encourage digital champions to 'champion' project
• Review analytics for GIFT website to see if there are any traffic sources we should be focusing on
• Consider social media posts about each tool
Key messages
What messages can you use to help position GIFT, to stand out and to help achieve the objective(s) listed?
GIFT are proud to launch The GIFT Box: a set of tools and ways of working to help museums make richer digital experiences for their visitors
The GIFT Box provides you with free, open-source tools to help you design, plan and implement enhanced visitor experiences 
• Design and Planning tools help you generate, develop and test ideas, developing richer visitor experiences and saving you time and money
• Try ready-made free and open-source tools that have been tested and developed in museums
• Read and implement recommendations from 10 prominant museums working with GIFT
Landing page/user 
journey
What do you want the user to do when they land on our webpages? Landing page
Is the journey as clear and as simple as possible?
Does it help you achieve the objective(s)? https://gifting.digital/
This has been an extensive piece of work led by ITU and meets the above objectives clearly
Evaluation
Objectives Metrics KPIs Target
1. Create awareness Impressions/visits/contacts emailed gifting.digital visits by 
separate users
1,000
2. Encourage use of tools Number of downloads/emails Total number of actions 10
3. Survey participation Survey views/survey completed Survey completed 100
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Project - Timeline
Events SEP OCT NOV DEC





Deliverables Who When W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 Comments/links
Set-up
Tested site via digital champions ITU/C24 30
Amend site based on feedback ITU  1
Site ready ITU 4th November 6
Draft survey C24 31
Add survey to site as pop up ITU 1
Create link for survey ITU 1 Decided against doing this
Provide EF with analytics access for gifting.digital ITU 25
Review analytics for potential referrers to contact EF 31
Research relevant network organisations EF 30
Research relevant Europeana Network members to target EF
25
498 opted-in Network Members who identify as working 
in GLAM, 277 who identify as working in Research and 93 
who identify as working in the Creative Industries
Draft key messages EF 25
Review key messages EF/ITU/C24 31
Sign -off key messagies ITU 1
Announcement
Reserve announement date in PRO calendar EF 17





Sign-off announcement ITU 5
Post announcement EF 6
Promote via EF Twitter EF 6
Promote through Europeana Labs newsletters EF 8
Promote via EF LinkedIn EF 6
Promote via Allez culture Facebook EF 6
Promote through GIFT twitter ITU 8
Promote through GIFT Facebook ITU 6
Promote through relevant social media ALL project partners 6
Add to Europeana Labs website EF 8
Promote via Europeana Labs Twitter EF 8





Include in Europeana Network newsletter EF 3
https://mailchi.mp/e5c3d3ab7515/network-update-
october-519539
Share new site via email to relevant Europeana Network members EF 21
Email Network organisations in sector EF 8
Email digital champions C24 6
Email ARM participants ITU 6
Email other friends and supporters of project ALL project partners 8
Draft email to people attending GIFT @ Europeana 2019 EF/ITU 14
Email GIFT @ Europeana 2019 attendees before conference EF 22
Provide info to following people EF 8
Add to Europeana eNews EF 19
https://us3.admin.mailchimp.com/campaigns/show?
id=519571
Send to Europeana Management Board EF 11
Send to  Europeana Network Members Councillors EF 11
APPENDIX 11 - GIFT Box launch plan
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Deliverables Who When W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 Comments/links
Promote to Aggregators in Europeana Aggregator Forum EF 11
Promote to EuropeanaTech community EF 12
Promote to Europeana Copyright community EF 12
Promote to Europeana Communicators community EF 15
Promote to Europeana project members basecamp and twitter EF 11
Send to Cultural digital newsletter and digital things newsletter EF 12
Keep GIFT front of mind via Social Media
1. Ideation cards ITU 11 https://gifting.digital/visitorbox-design-cards/
2. The ASAP map ITU 14 https://gifting.digital/asapmap/
3. The experiment planner ITU 15 https://gifting.digital/experimentplanner/
4. The GIFT experience ITU 20 https://gifting.digital/gift-experience/
5. Artcodes ITU 22 https://gifting.digital/artcodes/
6. Never let me go ITU 9 https://gifting.digital/never-let-me-go/
7. One Minute ITU 16 https://gifting.digital/one-minute-experience/
8. Scannerbox ITU 17 https://gifting.digital/scannerbox/
9. Experience design ITU 18 https://gifting.digital/experience-design/
10. Organisational change ITU 19 https://gifting.digital/organisational-change/
11. VRtefacts ITU 20 https://gifting.digital/vrtefacts/
12. Giftwrapper ITU 23
13. Scenarios ITU 27
14. Emotion Mapper ITU Not sharing in 2019 as not ready to download yet
15. Cardographer ITU Not sharing in 2019 as not ready to download yet
Retweet and share Europeana Foundation EF
Retweet and share Culture 24 C24
Retweet and share NextGame NG
Retweet and share Blast Theory BT
Retweet and share Uppsala UU
Retweet and share Nottingham UN
APPENDIX 12 
Gift Box Promotion 
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APPENDIX 13 
GIFT Box Analytics 
 
 































gifting.digital new users bounce rate/duration/pages per visit 6 November - 5 December 
 
 




A selection of dissemination activity from across the project 
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Blast Theory and Brighton Museums youtube, Gift App, 2019 
 





















GIFT Conference livestreaming youtube, 2019 
 
 




















Horizon Magazine, 2018 
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